Adaptive Recreation Summer Camps

ADAPTIVE CAMP REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 4.
These camps are for youth/young adults who need more support than a traditional summer camp can provide. Open to city and county residents. Participants will be expected to manage their own behaviors with minimal staff intervention and must have a desire to participate in programming.

Staff/camper ratio is one staff to five campers. Participants requiring 1:1 assistance are welcome with their own aide serves as a "volunteer" and must adhere to department volunteer policies/procedures, which may include completion of a criminal background check.

Acceptance to Adaptive Recreation Summer Camps is based on a review of the camper's application by the Adaptive Recreation supervisor and camp director. Decisions are made considering age of camper; social, emotional and physical needs of camper; and staffing ratios.

Camp information is available online at https://www.charlottesville.org/departments-and-services/departments-h-z/parks-recreation/adaptive/summer-camp-options

The Inclusion Program is designed to help campers with special needs participate in a traditional camp program. For more information, contact Sarah Blech at (434) 970-3264.

CAMP CROW
JUNE 19 - JULY 19 | AGES 8 - 13 | $125

For campers who can safely function in a recreation setting with one staff to five children, can handle their own toileting, dressing and eating and have a desire to participate. Participants needing more assistance must come with an aide. Camp activities include swimming, arts and crafts, field trips, clubs, talent show, kayaking and fun, friends and adventure! Transportation is not provided. May be additional field trip fees. Camp is held at Crow Recreation Center on the Walker School Campus.

CAMP HENRY
JUNE 19 - JULY 19 | AGES 14 - 22 | $125

For campers who can safely function in a recreation setting with one staff to five young adults, can handle their own toileting, dressing and eating and have a desire to participate. Participants needing more assistance must come with an aide. This camp incorporates leisure activities and pre-vocational opportunities through community volunteer service and recreation. Campers will be given the opportunity to develop lifetime leisure skills, plan community outings and learn job skills by volunteering with community organizations. Transportation is not provided. May be additional field trip fees. Camp is held at the Post High House behind Burley Middle School.

CAMP CHALLENGE
JUNE 19 - JULY 19 | AGES 14 - 22 | $125

For campers who can safely function in a recreation setting with one staff to three young adults, can handle their own toileting, dressing and eating and have a desire to participate. Participants needing more assistance must come with an aide. This camp incorporates leisure and outdoor activities, field trips and volunteer opportunities. Camp Challenge is for campers who need more supervision and can benefit from a modified Camp Henry experience. Transportation is not provided. May be additional field trip fees. Camp location TBD.

NATURE ARTS CAMP
JULY 22 - AUGUST 2 | AGES 13 - 25 | $110

This camp contains elements of both nature and arts based activities. For those who can safely function in a recreation setting with one staff to five young adults, can handle their own toileting, dressing and eating and have a desire to participate. Participants needing more assistance must come with an aide. The theme of this camp is Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and the majority of the activities would focus on this theme. Transportation is not provided. May be additional field trip fees. Camp is held at Crow Recreation Center on the Walker School Campus.
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